Resistance that
challenges nature

www.duraply.one

Durability

Versatility

Durability
characteristics
equivalent to Class
3 of UNE-335
Standards.

Its finishing options,
lightness, ease of
machining and
dimensional stability
means it adapts to an
array of applications.

Quality

Guarantee

The properties of
our panels remain
unchanged even
after sanding and
machining.

15 year quality
guarantee against
delamination and
fungal and xylophague
insect attack.

Durable is a range of plywood
panels that are modified using
an innovative treatment which
provides exceptional durability
and makes them immune to the
attacks of fungi and insects,
even outdoors and in the most
demanding climatic conditions.
We challenge the ordinary
to be a worldwide reference
in our industry, producing
exceptional plywood from
sustainable plantations.

+Info www.duraply.one

Sustainability

Experience

Wood from fastgrowing European
plantations which
are PEFC and FSC®
certified.

Garnica has a 75-year
history of innovation
in the world of wood
products.

www.garnica.one

d

Applications

Visit the www.duraply.one website and discover all of Durable’s success stories in each application.

Construction

Furniture

Marine

Decoration

Excellent mechanical
properties, CE2+
structural certification and
exceptional durability even
in the most adverse climatic
conditions make Durable
the perfect ally in any
construction application.

Durable is the ideal solution for
the furniture industry because
in addition to the beauty of its
decorative faces with natural
wood finishes and surface
quality, it has exceptional
lightness, ease of machining
and dimensional stability.

The lightness and premium
quality plies of these
panels, along with the HPL
finish option and their
great durability in humid
environments make Durable
the ideal product for yachts,
boats and other vessels.

Garnica has the solution for
your decorative projects in
areas of humid conditions:
Durable panels combine
durability and beauty
thanks to their natural
wood decorative faces and
varnish finish option.

Benefits

Okoumé
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Birch

Treated solid
wood

We challenge the ordinary
to be a worldwide reference
in our industry, producing
exceptional plywood from
sustainable plantations.
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